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RESEARCH ON BURNUP PHYSICS

by

J.Pop-Jordanov

A b s t r a c t

One of the major problems in burnup studies is the

reasonably fast and accurate calculation of the space-and-

energy dependent neutron flux and reaction rates for realis-

tic power reactor fuel geometries and compositions, and its

optimal integration in the global reactor calculations. The

scope of the present research was to develop improved me-

thods trying to satisfy the above requirements.

In the epithermal region,a simple and efficient appro-

ximation is proposed which allows the analytical solution for

the space dependence of the spherical harmonics flux moments,

and hence the derivation of the recurrence relations between

the flux moments at successive lethargy pivotal points. A new

matrix formalism to invert the coefficient matrix of band

structure resulted in a reduce computer time and memory dema-

nds. The research on epithermal region is finalized in com-

puting programme SPLET, which calculates the space-lethargy

distribution of the spherical harmonics neutron flux moments,

and the related integral quantities as reaction rates and re-

sonance integrals. For partial verification of the above me-

thods a Monte Carlo procedure was developed.

Using point-wise representation of variables, a flexi-

bile and fast convergent integral transport method SEPT is

* The work presented in this review paper has been partially

financed by the International Atomic Energy Agency, Research

contract No. 1028/RB.
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developed. Expanding the neutron source and flux in finite

series of arbitrary polynomials, the space-anrf-.̂ r.-̂ rgy de-

pendent integral transport equation is transformed into a

general linear algebraic form* which is solved numericaly.

A simple and efficient procedure for deriving multi-

point equations and consructing matrix is proposed and exami-

ned, and no unwanted oscilatins were noticed. The energy po-

int method was combined with the spherical harmonics method

as well.

A multizone few-group program SPEGTAR for global

reactor calculations was developed. For testing, the flux

distribution, neutron leakage and effective multiplication

factor for the PWR reactor of the power station San Onofre

were calculated.

In order to verify the validity of the equivalent

material buckling definition, measurements were performed on

experimental heavy water zero power reactor RB in Vinča, for

three lattice pitches and lattice mixed of two kinds of fuel,

elements.

The application of quazilinear programming for sol-

ving the control rod distribution problem to achieve maximum

average fuel burnup resulted in a flexibile optimization pro-

cedure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear fuel burnup problems are of predomi-

nent importance for economical and safe exploatation of fuel

in nuclear power stations. Therefore.the improvement of the

existing methods and tehniques for burnup prediction attracts

the interest of both producers and utilizers of nuclear po-

wer stations. The procedures for burnup predictions have ne-

cessarily two main parts: the lattice cell calculations and

the global reactor calculations. In the first part the neutron

spectrum and the cell geometry are represented in detail,

expressing the rest of the reactor through some boundary con-

ditions. The results of these calculating are then condensed

over space and energy for use in global reactor calculations.

In this report some new developments and improvments

in methods of both stages of calculation (cell and reactor)

are summarised and discussed. Part of this material repre-

sent further development and finalization of some results pre-

sented in Refs. /I/, /2/ and /3/.

A large part of the described research is concerned

with methods for the space-and-energy neutron flux and reac-

tion rates calculations, applicable to realistic power reactor

fuel geometries and compositions. The determination of these

characteristics is one of the major problems in burnup studies.

Knowing them, the burnup equations for a given time step may

be readily solved, using some stendard procedure, as Runge-

Kutta, predictor-corrector, matrix exponential etc. After each

step the space-and-energy dependent neutron flux should be re-

evaluated, in order to obtain new coefficients of the burnup

equations.



2. METHODS FOR LATTICE CELL CALCULATION

2.1 Epithermal region

In order to improve the accuracy of the neutron

flux and reaction rates calculations in the epithermal

(fast and resonance) region, an improved procedure for sol-

ving the space-angle-lethargy dependent slowing-down tran-

sport equation has been developed. The anisotropy of the

resonance neutron flux is treated by the spherical harmo-

nics formalism, which reduces the space-angle-lethargy

dependent equation to a matrix integro-differential equ-

ation in space and lethargy. A simple and efficient appro-

ximation is proposed which allows the analytical solution

for the space dependence of the spherical harmonics flux mo-

ments, and hence the derivation of the recurrence relations

between the flux moments at successive lethargy pivotal

points.

According to the above procedure a computer code

has been developed for the CDC 3600 computer, which uses the

KEDAK nuclear data file. The space and lethargy distribution

of the resonance neutrons can be computed as detailed as the

neutron cross sectionsare known for the reactor materials

considered. The computing time is relatively short, so that

the code can be efficiently used, either autonomously, or as

a part of some complex modular scheme. (Ref. /4/).

In this method the lethargy transfer integrals are

replaced by finite-difference forms, and a set of matrix

ordinary differential equations, with lethargy and space de-

pendent coefficients, is obtained. In the resonance region

this set takes a lower block triangular form and can be di-

rectly solved by forward substitution; in the lethargy range

where the fast fission effects have to be considered, the

iterative procedure is introduced. The proposed approach has

been numerically examined and approved (Ref. /5/).
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Further improvement of the developed iterative

algorithm for numerical solution of the space-angle-le-

thargy dependent slowing down transport equatior

has been achived developing a new matrix formalism to in-

vert the coefficient matrix of band structure. .This resulted

in a reduce of computer time and memory demands when calcu-

lating neutron spectra in reactor lattice cells. For partial

verification of the above methoda a Monte Carlo procedure

was developed (Ref. /6/ and /7/).

The research on epithermal region is finalized in

computing programme (SPLET), which calculates the space -

lethargy distribution of the spherical harmonics neutron

flux mcxients, and the related integral quantities as reaction

rates and resonance integrals. The matrix formalism for sol-

ving the interface and boundary condition equations /3/, which

considerably reduces both the computing time and the computing

memory demands, is inclouded. Consequently, the consistent

matrix formulation of the procedure is accomplished. At the

same time, a number of practical, computational improvements

are introduced.

All the necessary details of the computational al-

gorithm are provided in Ref. /8/. In the same reference the

structure of the programme SPLET and the sequence of opera-

tions are explained, and the organisation of the programme

input and output are described.

2.2 Thermal region

An efficient method for determining the space-and-

energy dependent thermal neutron flux distribution was de-

veloped, based on point-wise representation of variables.
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Firstly, the efficiency of point-wise representa-

tion of variables in solving neutron transport problems in

reactor cell has been demonstrated for the space and, se-

parately, for the energy variables. After that a generali-

zation of these approaches was proposed, unifying both spa-

ce and energy representation (Ref. /9/).

As a consequence of further elaboration of these

ideas, a flexibile and fast convergent integral transport

method SEPT (Space-Energy-Point-Transport) is developed.

Expanding the neutron source and flux in finite series of

arbitrary polynomials, the integral transport equation (for

K space zones and N energy intervals) is transformed into

a general linear algebraic form, which can be solved nume-

ricaly.

The solution is sought in the Lagrangian form of

parabolic interpolation between fixed points. The obtained

system of linear algebraic equation defines the neutron

flux in a set of space and energy points.

Using r as the interpolation variable in cylin-

drical geometry, it was possible to develop a partially ana-

lytical treatment for determining the coefficients of the

algebraic system. According to the nuclear characteristics

of media, the energy region was divided into several subin-

tervals, each with a suitably chosen interpolation variable.

Some results obtained with the program SEPT are presented

in Ref. /10/.

The developed approach for studying the neutron

transport phenomena has several favorable characteristics

resulting from the main idea of searching the real values

in corresponding points. Instead of group averaged nuclear

constants used in multigroup procedures, the proposed appro-

ach requires only the basic energy-dependent data. In par-

ticular, the appropriate treatment of cross-section resonan-

ces is enabled. In cylindrical geometry the adopted form of



polynomial interpolation is very suitable for the application

of collision probability technique. Moreover, the discre-

tization principle eliminates the necessity of assuming the

constant flux and nuclear propreties in space zones, which

is otherwise common to standard collision probability appli-

cations. All above characteristics contribute to an increase

in accuracy of theoretical results and, in addition, enable

the direct comparision with experiments.

The mathematical model converges very rapidly, sa-

ving the computer time and capacity. This is especially

important for burnup programmes, where lattice spectrum re-

calculation is necessary. The computer time is additionally

decreased since the energy-dependent part of the coefficients

in the algebraic system does not depend on burn-up.

In addition the method of discrete energy represen-

tation of thermal-neutron spectra has been improved by a simpl-

.e and efficient procedure for deriving.multipoint equations

and consructing matrix. The proposed procedure for the sca-

ttering matrix construction has been numerically examined on.

a number of reactor cell configurations. The satisfactory

results where obtained and no unwanted oscillation in the

flux interpolation were noticed. (Ref. /ll/).

An improvement of Nelkin^s formalism for treating

thermal neutron scattering by water molecules was obtained,

deriving integraljexpressions for the scattering kernel and

the total scattering cross section. An approximate expression

for the scattering kernel is also obtained through use of

an expansion of the subintegral function appearing in the

new formula. The convenience of the derived formulae is illu-

strated by the calculation of the scattering kernel and the

scattering cross section, performed o." CDC 3600 computer.

(Ref. /12/).
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Besides,, the energy point nethod was combined with

the spherical harmonics method, for calculating the space

distribution of neutron flux in a multizone reactor lattice

cell. The composed method is suitable for treating the plu-

tonium containing systems,since the energy points can be

distributed to provide the efficient plutonium reaction rate

calculation, while the spherical harmonics method takes into

account thermal neutron flux anisotropy, specially pronounced

in the presence of plutonium. (Ref. /13/).

3. METHODS FOR GLOBAL REACTOR CALCULATION

3.1 Buckling for mixed and reflected cores

In the global reactor calculations of mixed reactor

cores an equivalent material buckling is usually defined. In

order to verify the validity of such definition, measurements

were performed on experimental heavy water zero power reactor

RB in Vinča. Measurements were carried out for three lattice

pitches (from 11,3 cm up to 16 cm) and lattice mixed of two

kinds of fuel elements (2% euriched UO^ and natural uranium).

Obtained results confirmed the validity of the addopted simple

definition of the material buckling for mixed reactor core.

It is also suggested analogously simple determination of the

material buckling for mixed reactor lattices composed of mo-

re than only two kinds of fuel elements. (Ref. /14/).

The mixed lattices experiments have been interpreted

by a volume homogenisation buckling and two-zone super-cell

concepts.

An improvement in accuracy of determining radial and

axial buckling from foil activation distribution measured in

reflected cylindrical systemsis given. Adopting the two-group
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model of interpretation given, the main effort in the present

work consisted in better determination of neutron flux distri-

bution along the core, rather then simple neutron densities

that showed to be inadequate. According to the derived method

of ir^*rpolation, Fortran program named FLUXFIT has been made

(Ref. /15/).

3.2 Global flux distribution

A procedure for multizone few-group global reactor

calculations was developed, using the volume avaraged group

cross sections obtained from detailed lattice cell calcula-

tions. The corresponding program SPEGTAR (Space Points Energy

Groups Transport in Annular Regions) was developed and tested.

As an example, the flux distribution, neutron leakage and

effective multiplication factor for the PWR reactor of the po-

wer station San Onofre were calculated (Ref. /16/).

3.3 Optimization of reactor core

The application of quazilinear programming for solving

the control rod distribution problem to achieve the maximum

average fuel burnup resulted in a flexible optimization pro-

cedure.

The program for optimization of reactor core con-

figuration, based on quasilinear procedure, was tested on

the CDC-3600 computer. The main problem on which the rese-

arch was concentrated is the selection of the optimal starting

in the iteration procedure. It was shown that this selection

has the decisive role for obtaining the good convergency of

the solution.
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In addition, a procedure for the determination of the

fuel distribution in power reactors is presented. The intenti-

on was to obtain the minimum deviation of power density from

previously given function. Applying modified sequential gra-

dient-restoration algorithm of functional optimization it has

been proved that an(in the observed respect)optimal reactor

has in its center one zone with constant fuel concentration

of the intensity less than the permitted one, and at its pe-

riphery a zone of constant, maximum permissible fuel concentra-

tion, whereas between these two zones fuel concentration mono-

tonously increases from the center towards the periphery.

Such a reactor is quite suitable from the standpoint

of power potential of the plant, since it enables maximum -

energy production with unchanged physical and engineering per-

formances. However, its shortcomming is a zone with variable

fuel density (the middle zone), which is practically realiza-

ble but not suitable. Taking this into account, a conclusion

can be drawn that a real reactor, with the characteristics

closely approaching the optimal ones, should have only two

zones-both with constant fuel density or' with the different

fuel enrichment. Interzone boundary of such a reactor can be

determined by parameter optimization methoda. (Ref. /17/).
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